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Truth in Savings Act
Regulation DD (12 CFR part 230), which implements the Truth in Savings Act (TISA), became 
effective in June 1993. An official staff commentary interprets the requirements of Regulation DD 
(12 CFR 230 (Supplement I)).1 Since then, several amendments have been made to Regulation DD 
and the Staff Commentary, including changes effective January 1, 2010, concerning disclosures of 
aggregate overdraft and returned item fees on periodic statements and balance disclosures provided 
to consumers through automated systems. In addition, effective July 6, 2010, clarifications were 
made to the provisions related to overdraft services (NOTE: The effective date for the clarification 
to Section 230.11(a)(1)(i), requiring the term “Total Overdraft Fees” to be used, is October 1, 2010) 
(75 FR 31673).

The Dodd-Frank Act granted rulemaking authority under the Truth in Savings Act to the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) and, with respect to entities under its jurisdiction, granted 
authority to the CFPB to supervise for and enforce compliance with the Truth in Savings Act and its 
implementing regulations.2

The purpose of Regulation DD is to enable consumers to make informed decisions about their 
accounts at depository institutions through the use of uniform disclosures. The disclosures aid 
comparison shopping by informing consumers about the fees, annual percentage yield, interest rate, 
and other terms for deposit accounts. A consumer is entitled to receive disclosures under all of the 
following circumstances:

When an account is opened.

Upon request.

When the terms of the account are changed.

When a periodic statement is sent.

For most time accounts, before the account matures.

The regulation also includes requirements on the payment of interest, the methods of calculating the 
balance on which interest is paid, the calculation of the annual-percentage yield, and advertising.

                                                                        
1 For ease of reference, only the Federal Reserve’s implementing regulation is cited in this narrative.  However, examiners should 
review an entity’s compliance with the applicable regulations in effect with respect to that entity.
2 Dodd-Frank Act  §§ 1002(12)(P), 1024(b)-(c), and 1025(b)-(c); 12 USC §§ 5481(12)(P), 5514(b)-(c), and 5515(b)-(c).
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TRUTH IN SAVINGS ACT 

EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES 
 To determine the institution’s compliance with Regulation DD,1 including the requirements 

to provide full account disclosures (for example, fee schedules) to consumers to open an ac-
count and upon request and including the requirements covering overdraft payment 
disclosures and advertising. 

 To assess the quality of the institution’s compliance risk management systems and its poli-
cies and procedures for implementing Regulation DD. 

 To determine the reliance that can be placed on the institution’s internal controls and proce-
dures for monitoring the institution’s compliance with Regulation DD. 

 To direct corrective action when violations of law are identified or when the institution’s 
policies or internal controls are deficient. 

MANAGEMENT AND POLICY-RELATED  
EXAMINATION PROCEDURES     
1. Determine the types of deposit accounts offered by the institution to consumers 

(including accounts usually offered to commercial customers that may 
occasionally be offered to consumers) as well as the characteristics of each type 
of deposit account (for example, bonuses offered, minimum balances, balance-
computation method, frequency of interest crediting, fixed or variable rates, fees 
imposed, and frequency of periodic statements). 

 

 [Click&type] [Click&type] 

2. Review relevant written policies and procedures, management’s self-assessments, 
consumer complaints, and any compliance audit material including work papers 
and reports to determine whether: 

 The scope of the audit addresses all provisions as applicable. 

 Management has taken corrective actions to followup on previously 
identified deficiencies. 

 

                                                           
1The Federal Reserve’s implementing regulation is cited in these procedures.  However, if examiners cite violations by an entity, 
examiners should cite violations of the applicable regulation in effect with respect to that entity. 
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TRUTH IN SAVINGS ACT

SECTION 230.31 - GENERAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

1. Does the institution make the required disclosures clearly and conspicuous-
ly in writing and in a form the consumer may keep (§ 230.3(a))?

2. If the disclosures are combined with other account disclosures, is it clear 
which disclosures are applicable to the consumer’s account (§ 230.3(a))?

3. Do the disclosures reflect the terms of the legal obligation of the account 
agreement between the consumer and the institution (§ 230.3(b))?

4. If the disclosures are provided in a language other than English, are disclo-
sures also available in English upon request (§ 230.3(b))?

5. Do the disclosures use consistent terminology when describing terms or 
features that are required to be disclosed (Staff Commentary § 230.3(a)-2)?

6. Does the institution substitute disclosures required by Regulation E for 
disclosures required by this regulation (§ 230.3(c))?

7. Does the institution provide disclosures to at least one account holder if 
there are multiple holders (§ 230.3(d))?

8. Do the institution’s oral responses to a consumer’s inquiry about interest 
rates payable on accounts state the annual percentage yield (APY)? If the 
institution chooses, it may state the interest rate, but no other rate (§ 
230.3(e)).

1 The Federal Reserve’s implementing regulation is cited in these procedures.  However, if examiners cite violations by an entity, 
examiners should cite violations of the applicable regulation in effect with respect to that entity.


